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Contribution  

What does this work add to what is already known? 

The QUiPP v.2 app is a reliable risk assessment tool that combines risk factors with fetal 

fibronectin and cervical length and calculates a simple % risk of spontaneous preterm birth.   

What are the clinical implications of this work? 

Use of QUiPP should increase confidence in clinical decisions, improve targeting and timing of 

interventions to reduce preterm birth and its associated morbidities, and limit unnecessary 

intervention and women’s anxiety. 
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ABSTRACT  

 

Objective 

To develop enhanced prediction models to update the QUiPP app, a tool for predicting 

spontaneous preterm birth in women with symptoms of threatened preterm labour (TPTL), 

incorporating risk factors, transvaginal ultrasound assessment of cervical length (CL, mm) and 

cervicovaginal fluid quantitative fetal fibronectin test results (qfFN). 

Methods 

Participants were pregnant women between 23+0 and 34+6 weeks’ gestation with symptoms of 

TPTL, recruited as part of four prospective cohort studies carried out at 16 UK hospitals between 

October 2010 and October 2017.  The training set comprised all women where outcomes were 

known at May 2017 (n=1032). The validation set comprised women where outcomes were 

gathered between June 2017 and March 2018 (n=506).  Parametric survival models were 

developed for three combinations of predictors: risk factors plus qfFN test, risk factors plus CL 

only, and risk factors plus both tests.  The best models were selected using the Akaike and 

Bayesian information criteria.  The estimated probability of delivery before 30, 34 or 37 weeks’ 

gestation and within 1 or 2 weeks of testing was calculated and Receiver Operating 

Characteristic (ROC) curves were created to demonstrate the diagnostic ability of the prediction 

models.  

Results 

Predictive statistics were similar in training and validation sets. Areas under the ROC curves 

(validation set) demonstrated good prediction at all time points, particularly in the combination 

of risk factors plus qfFN model: 0.96 (<30 weeks); 0.85 (<34 weeks); 0.77 (<37 weeks); 0.91 (<1 

week) and 0.92 (<2 weeks). 

Conclusions 

Validation of these prediction models suggests the QUiPP v.2 app can reliably calculate risk of 

preterm delivery in women with TPTL.  Use of the QUiPP app in practice could lead to better 

targeting of intervention, while providing reassurance and avoiding unnecessary intervention 

in women at low risk.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Although advances in care have led to more, and earlier, babies surviving, preterm birth remains 

hard to predict, even in women with symptoms of threatened preterm labour (TPTL).  

Symptoms of TPTL are not accurate predictors of preterm birth1,2 but because the consequences 

of not treating women in “true” preterm labour could be devastating, many receive 

unnecessary interventions.  Overtreatment results in avoidable exposure to the danger of 

adverse effects, particularly with repeated doses of steroids for fetal lung maturation, as this 

has been associated with reduced birth weight3-5. It also results in significant unnecessary 

healthcare expenditure6-8.   

 

In the absence of definitive diagnostic tests for early labour, management decisions are based 

on assessment of risk.  Risk assessment in TPTL is difficult, however, due to its multifactorial 

nature.  Risk factors, such as previous spontaneous preterm birth (sPTB) and cervical surgery, 

along with gestation and nature of symptoms, need to be considered.  Additional tests, e.g. 

transvaginal ultrasound cervical length measurement (TVS CL) and fetal fibronectin (fFN) can 

aid clinical decision making9-13. The potential of fFN as a predictive marker for sPTB has been 

established for several years14-19.  In the UK, test results were, until relatively recently, 

presented as dichotomous (i.e. positive or negative), based on a threshold of 50 ng/ml.  Newer 

fFN analysers provide results as concentrations in ng/ml, and it has been suggested that using 

alternative thresholds, i.e. <10 ng/ml and >200 ng/ml, rather than 50 ng/ml, may improve 

positive prediction14,20. 

 

We developed the QUiPP mobile phone application (www.quipp.org) for clinical decision 

support in women at increased risk of sPTB.  This easy-to-use risk assessment tool combines 

risk factors and test results, and calculates a simple % risk for individual women.  Algorithms 

used in generating the risk prediction scores for the first version of QUiPP have been previously 

reported21,22.  This paper reports further development and validation of algorithms for 

calculating risk in women with symptoms incorporated in the second version of the app. These 

new algorithms improve the utility and flexibility of QUiPP through the introduction of 

additional risk factors and calculation of risk using either quantitative fFN (ng/ml), TVS CL (mm) 

or both tests combined. 
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METHODS 

 

Upgrade of the QUiPP app was originally planned to include all PETRA study recruits, an 

observational study designed to collect data for this purpose (REC reference 14/LO/1988).  

However, before the participant recruitment phase was complete, a funding application to 

evaluate the QUiPP app’s usability, acceptability and effect on management, in a clinical trial, 

was successful (EQUIPTT, REC Ref. 17/LO/1802; ISRCTN trial registry number ISRCTN17846337).   

A decision was taken to update the predictive algorithms prior to completion of PETRA using all 

outcome data already gathered (at the end of May 2017) along with relevant participant data, 

i.e. matched eligibility criteria and symptoms of TPTL, from earlier prospective cohort studies 

[EQUIPP (REC Ref. 10/H0806/68), POPPY (REC Ref. 09/H0802/97) and INSIGHT (REC Ref. 

13/LO/0393)].  These studies all investigated preterm birth prediction and, like PETRA, utilised 

our Preterm Birth Studies database (www.medscinet.net/ptbstudies). A summary of study 

characteristics and number of participants from each study included in the training set is shown 

in Figure 1. 

 

Participants were pregnant women between 23+0 and 34+6 weeks gestation with symptoms of 

threatened preterm labour (e.g. abdominal pain or tightenings).  Women were excluded if 

diagnosed with established labour, ruptured membranes or antepartum haemorrhage.  Fetal 

fibronectin test results and cervical length measurements were known to attending clinicians 

and management, e.g. hospital admission, administration of steroids and tocolytics, was 

according to local protocols.  All data was gathered between October 2010 and October 2017 

from 16 UK hospitals.  

 

The training set for this analysis (n=1032) included data from 382 EQUIPP study participants 

(37%) that had been used for development of the first QUiPP symptomatic algorithms21, 

although this was limited to data relating to women with only fFN test results and singleton 

pregnancies.  As there was no statistical reason to exclude these data from the current analysis, 

they were incorporated in order to increase the predictive ability of the new models.  Additional 

data on cervical length and twin pregnancies, collected since creation of the first prediction 

models, increases the flexibility of the QUiPP app in practice. The new models were tested by 
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calibration before being applied in the second version of the QUiPP app. CE Marking as a Class 

1 Medical Device was granted before general release in September 2017. (MHRA Ref. no. for 

Medical Device/standalone software Z301 registration is A015030).  Formal validation of the 

prediction models was carried out after completion of the PETRA study (April 2018, n=506).   

 

Power calculation 

A power calculation was performed prior to commencement of the PETRA study. We 

anticipated that clinicians would be willing to view women in the lower risk group as closer to 

the normal (i.e. standard risk) if the true rate of PTL in this group could be demonstrated (with 

95% confidence) to be lower than the expected rate for women with TPTL symptoms (i.e. lower 

than 10% with a best estimate of 6.7%),  and concluded that full data on 550 standard risk 

women and 61 high risk women (total 611 women) in the proposed validation would be 

sufficient to achieve 80% power in the PETRA study. Allowing for 95% compliance & completion, 

a recruitment target of 643 women was considered adequate to validate the predictive value 

of each test (qfFN and CL) with an additional 300 to be used as a training set.  The final numbers 

used in the development and validation of the new algorithms provide sufficient power to 

achieve our objectives.  

 

Predictive model generation 

 

In total, six prediction algorithms were needed for the development of the new version (v.2) of 

the QUiPP app: three for symptomatic women, three for asymptomatic women. The algorithm 

is selected according to whether the woman is asymptomatic high risk (e.g. with a previous 

history of preterm birth, preterm prelabour ruptured membranes, late miscarriage or cervical 

surgery) or symptomatic of TPTL (any risk status) and whether her risk assessment includes qfFN 

concentration alone, CL measurement alone, or both test results.  Data were therefore split and 

tested in six groups: asymptomatic high risk with: i) qfFN test; ii) CL measurement; iii) both test 

results; and symptomatic (any risk status) with iv) qfFN test; v) CL measurement; vi) both test 

results.   In this paper, we report findings from the validation of the three algorithms 

appropriate for the cohorts symptomatic of TPTL. Development of the prediction models for 

asymptomatic high risk women are reported in our complementary paper (submitted to this 

journal on ##/04/2019). 
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Statistical analysis was carried out using Stata SE software (version 14.2; StataCorp, College 

Station, Texas, USA).  Exclusions were made for: incomplete data; invalid visits (out of gestation 

range, inappropriate symptoms, invalid or missing test results, sexual intercourse within 24 

hours) and major fetal abnormality (Figure 2).  Women with twin pregnancies were included, 

using the first twin gestation at delivery, but triplets and higher order multiples were excluded 

due to inadequate numbers.    Women whose labour was induced or who had caesarean section 

following preterm prelabour rupture of membranes (PPROM) were regarded as having had 

spontaneous preterm birth.  In multiple pregnancies, outcomes for the first baby were used in 

the analysis.    

 

Women who had received interventions that are intended to reduce the risk of sPTB (i.e. 

tocolysis, progesterone, cerclage and Arabin pessary) were not excluded in the models.  This is 

justified because, as this was not a randomised trial, any estimated treatment differences were 

likely to have been misleading, and could even have been in the wrong direction when 

compared to the true treatment effect.  A treatment paradox operates: typically the more 

severe the illness, the more likely that a clinical decision will be made to use a particular 

treatment.  A decision to treat to prevent early delivery is therefore a marker for greater risk of 

early delivery, even if the treatment itself tends to lengthen gestation.    Looking solely at 

untreated women would mean selecting the women perceived as at lowest risk, and so 

underestimating the risk of prematurity.  Including all women, irrespective of treatment, while 

not ideal, gives us the best estimate of risk in the clinical setting where the data was gathered.  

Additionally, if we include the changes associated with treatment in the app, there would be a 

real risk of clinicians using it to decide not to treat, even when treatment would be beneficial.  

 

Cox’s proportional hazards regression was used to determine which predictive risk factors to 

use in the model.  Factors tested included demographic characteristics, i.e. age, Body Mass 

Index (BMI, kg/m2), ethnicity, deprivation score and smoking), clinical risk factors (i.e. previous 

history of preterm birth or PPROM, late miscarriage, cervical surgery, twin pregnancy) and test 

results (qfFN and TVS CL).   Simple regression methods were not sophisticated enough for 

creation of the QUiPP app prediction models because time to delivery after testing has to be 

very precise, with very smooth survival curves, and therefore parametric survival analysis was 
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used.  This process involved testing the data using several different parametric survival analysis 

functions, namely exponential, gamma, Gompertz, log-logistic, log-normal and Weibull.     

Where women presented more than once in a pregnancy for TPTL assessment, later results 

were introduced as time-updated covariates, i.e. if delivery has not occurred before the next 

visit, prediction was recalculated with the next visit gestation.   In survival analysis, data are 

“censored” if the outcome of interest has not occurred during the follow up period23.  In this 

study, the data were censored, if spontaneous preterm birth had not occurred by 37 weeks’ 

gestation.   Iatrogenic preterm birth was treated as a non-event so data relating to women with 

this pregnancy outcome were censored at term.  Checks were undertaken to determine 

whether the data needed to be transformed before analysis using fractional polynomials.  The 

entire procedure was repeated for each of the three combinations of predictors (i.e. risk factors 

plus qfFN test, risk factors plus CL only, and risk factors plus both tests), and different models 

were produced in each case.  The best models were then determined by reference to Akaike’s 

Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), where the lowest values 

are considered to have the best fit to the data24.  This is a method developed for comparing 

non-nested regression models where significance tests are not available. 

 

None of the predetermined demographic factors, i.e. age, BMI, ethnicity, deprivation score and 

smoking, affected prediction of sPTB in the models.  This was not because they have no value 

as predictors in themselves, but that the other predictors (i.e. major risk factors, qfFN and CL) 

were much stronger, so adding them did not affect the overall score. In testing the model with 

the cohort of women who had both fFN and CL test results, multivariate regression showed that 

only previous cervical surgery provided additional predictive power to fFN and CL test results in 

women with symptoms of TPTL.   However, the composite of risk factors used in the 

asymptomatic prediction algorithm for the QUiPP v.2 app, which was being developed in 

tandem, (i.e. multiple pregnancy, history of sPTB or PPROM, late miscarriage or cervical surgery) 

was tested to establish whether it affected the prediction in the symptomatic women.  There 

was little difference, so a decision was made to use this composite of risk factors for 

consistency. 

The prediction models were then tested by simple calibration. This meant comparing individual 

tests of clinically significant groups to confirm the actual event rates were consistent with the 

predicted probability of the event.  A 5% prediction rate for sPTB within 7 days of testing was 
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used as the threshold because this was the lowest value of a range of 5-15% that our TPTL 

Delphi consensus survey suggested should be recommended for intervention25.  The calibration 

tests provided reassurance that the models were acceptable to proceed with development of 

the QUiPP app before formal validation was undertaken. 

 

Predictive model validation 

Validation was carried out on a later subset of women from the PETRA study (n=506).  Predictive 

statistics, including sensitivity, specificity, balanced accuracy [(sens.+spec.)/2], likelihood ratios, 

positive (PPV) and negative predictive values (NPV) and separation probabilities (PPV+NPV-

100%) were calculated using a % risk of ≥5% as an indication of a positive test. This threshold 

was chosen, as it was for the calibration exercise, with reference to our TPTL Delphi consensus 

survey25. Results are tabulated with statistics for both the training and validation sets, by test 

group (risk factors plus either qfFN, CL or both tests) for prediction of spontaneous preterm 

birth at less than 30, 34 and 37 weeks’ gestation, and within 1 and 2 weeks post-test.  These 

time points were chosen because: i) the gestations at delivery are clinically important indicators 

for likely neonatal morbidity and ii) they are useful in guiding appropriate management, such 

as the timing of steroids.  Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were drawn and areas 

under the curve (AUC) were calculated.   
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RESULTS 

Participant characteristics 

As explained above, three algorithms were developed so that the QUiPP app could be used in 

different symptomatic TPTL scenarios, i.e. when a women has: i) fFN testing alone, ii) CL 

measurement alone, or iii) both tests.  After exclusions, as shown in Figure 2, the training 

dataset comprised 1173 observations from 1032 women with fFN test results, and 229 

observations from 204 women with both qfFN and CL.   The validation set comprised 

observations involving 576 qfFN tests, (506 women), 155 CL measurements (132 women) and 

143 observations that include both qfFN and CL measurements (128 women).  The training 

set included 41 sets of twins, while the validation set included 32 sets.  Participant 

demographic characteristics and risk status by training and validation sets are shown in Tables 

1 and 2. 

 

Where intervention status was known, 30.3% (310/1024) women received steroids for fetal 

lung maturation, 8.2% (115/1405) received tocolysis.  Most women (92.4%, 1292/1399) 

received no prophylactic intervention for preterm birth risk (e.g. cerclage or progesterone). 

 

The prevalence of outcomes of sPTB at 30, 34 and 37 weeks’ gestation, and at or less than 1 

and 2 weeks of test for each of the test groups and between training and validation sets, were 

similar, as shown in Table 3. 

 

Predictive statistics 

The prediction models created generated formulae that provide individual risk scores 

dependent on risk factors and test results.  Tables 4, 5 and 6 show predictive statistics when 

the algorithms are tested on both the training and validation sets, by test group for prediction 

of sPTB at less than 30, 34 and 37 weeks’ gestation, and within 1 and 2 weeks post-test. 

 

Tables 4, 5 and 6 show a reasonable similarity between the training and validation sets at 

most outcome time points and for each combination of predictors.  In the qfFN group (the 

largest group), the ability of the algorithm to predict sPTB at less than 30 weeks’ gestation 

had the highest balanced accuracy with, in the validation set, a sensitivity of 90.0%, specificity 
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of 90.8%, a positive likelihood ratio (LR+) of 9.83, a negative likelihood ratio (LR-) of 0.11, 

positive predictive value (PPV) of 27.3% and a negative predictive value (NPV) of 99.6%.   

Although NPV will always be high where prevalence is low, when NPV is greater than the 

overall proportion of women unaffected, as it is with all combinations of predictors for sPTB 

<30 weeks’ (risk factors plus: qfFN 99.6% vs 96.3%; CL 98.1% vs 90.2%; both tests 100% vs 

90.4%), these findings demonstrate the usefulness of QUiPP as a predictive test.  

 

While the balanced accuracy statistics noted in Tables 4, 5 and 6 reflect the balance of 

sensitivity and specificity using the ≥5% risk cut off, the ROC curves shown in Figures 3, 4 and 

5 indicate overall test performance, using validation set only, at all percentage risks (i.e. 

without using ≥5% as a cut off for positive test).  The Area under the ROC curve (AUC) is a 

measure of how well the parameter (% risk) can distinguish between two groups, in this case, 

women with or without a pregnancy outcome of sPTB. 

 

For the qfFN group, the AUC for predicting sPTB at less than 30 weeks’ indicates good 

prediction, at 0.96, with similarly large AUCs for predicting sPTB at less than 1 week and 2 

weeks post test.  The risk prediction algorithm using cervical length appears to perform best 

at prediction of sPTB < 30 weeks, but this is inferior to the qfFN test.   When both test results 

are combined, the prediction improves, but is inferior to qfFN alone at all time points.   

 

In order to directly compare predictive ability of the different combinations of predictors we 

compared AUCs in the validation set of women who had had both tests (Figure 6 and Table 

7).   

 

Although the addition of CL to qfFN appears to be useful, the comparisons as shown in Table 

7, indicate there is no difference between the individual tests or combination of both tests 

for predicting sPTB at 30, 34 or 37 weeks.  However, at 1 and 2 weeks post test, qfFN alone 

appears to be a better predictor than CL alone, but it was no better than combined qfFN and 

CL.  CL alone, however, has reduced ability to predict sPTB, with AUCs of 0.6975 and 0.7306, 

respectively.   The number of women in this cohort having both tests was small (particularly 

so for prediction of sPTB at less than 30 weeks) so these results must be interpreted with 

caution.   
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As model development included data from women with interventions for reducing likelihood 

of sPTB (i.e. tocolysis, progesterone, cerclage and Arabin pessary), we wanted to confirm risk 

was not underestimated.  Consequently, we compared the models between women who had 

these interventions with those who had not.  We found the app either performed similarly in 

women with intervention (compared to those without) or showed significantly poorer 

agreement (i.e. smaller AUC) or higher risk (OR > 1 by logistic regression).   
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DISCUSSION 

 

In this study, we have demonstrated an improved ability of QUiPP algorithms to predict sPTB 

compared to those algorithms created for the first version of the app21.  The previous version 

included data from 382 women (190 training set, 192 validation set) with only the 

combination of risk factors and qfFN test results, as TVS CL data was unavailable.  Predictive 

statistics demonstrated the ability of the model to predict sPTB at <30, <34 and <37 weeks, 

and within 2 and 4 weeks, using a threshold of >10% as a positive result.   Using new 

algorithms created for QUiPP v.2, prediction was investigated for sPTB at <30, <34 and <37 

weeks, and within 1 and 2 weeks, using a threshold of ≥5%, with a substantially larger cohort 

(1032 training set and 506 validation set).  Although comparison can only be made with the 

qfFN group predictive statistics, our findings demonstrate a significant increase in sensitivity, 

the test’s ability to correctly predict sPTB, at all outcome time points.  Positive predictive 

values (PPV), i.e. probability that a woman with a positive test (in this case, a ≥ 5 or 10% risk 

of sPTB) will have sPTB, are lower in the later cohort while the negative predictive values 

(NPV), i.e. probability that a woman with a negative test (% risk < 5% or 10%) will not have 

sPTB, is similar to the Kuhrt21 cohort.  Unlike sensitivity and specificity, PPV and NPV are 

dependent on prevalence, and NPV will always be high where the prevalence is low.  In Kuhrt’s 

study, prevalence of sPTB was higher at all time points, so it is not surprising the PPV is higher 

than in the validation set.    

 

The AUCs demonstrating the predictive ability of QUiPP v.2 algorithms can also be compared 

with our previous findings21.  In this earlier study, we found AUCs of 0.88, 0.83, 0.77, 0.77 and 

0.78, for prediction of sPTB at <30, <34, <37 week’s gestation and within two and four weeks 

of testing, respectively.  This represented an overall improvement compared to an earlier 

systematic review of fFN for predicting sPTB 15.  Honest et al.’s review included data from 

forty studies and 26,876 women, in which ROC curves ranging from 0.71 to 0.77 

demonstrated the ability of fFN to predict sPTB at < 34 and <37 weeks’ respectively.    In the 

QUiPP v.2 validation set, AUCs were higher than previously reported15,21 in all but the <37 

weeks’ time point: 0.96 (<30 weeks); 0.85 (<34 weeks); 0.77 (<37 weeks); 0.91 (<1 week) and 

0.92 (<2 weeks).    
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Comparison of predictive statistics with our earlier work21 demonstrate improved prediction 

but are based on algorithms developed using risk factors and qfFN only.  QUiPP v.2 algorithms 

were created and validated for predicting sPTB using risk factors in combination with either 

qfFN, TVS CL or both tests.  The ability of QUiPP v.2 to predict sPTB using risk factors and 

either, or both tests, increases its utility and flexibility as it can be used where fFN testing is 

unavailable, and TVS CL is increasingly common as training becomes more widespread.   

 

When we compared the models between women who had interventions to reduce risk of 

sPTB with those who had not we found little difference, or reduced AUCs in the higher risk 

group receiving interventions.  This reduction in AUC is typically found when comparing 

homogenous subgroups and does indicate poor model performance.   

 

Limitations  

 

Similar to other studies of TPTL, prevalence of preterm birth was low. Only 17 women (1.6%) 

of the total PETRA cohort (n=1037) delivered < 30 weeks’ gestation.  One reason for the low 

prevalence was because the prospective design meant women had to be recruited before the 

outcome (gestation at delivery) was known.  Many women whose TPTL symptoms progressed 

quickly into established labour could have been missed because research staff were unable 

to approach them before they delivered.  Despite the low prevalence, however, the overall 

cohort size is larger than previously reported, so the number of events is greater, which allows 

for increased confidence in the findings.   

 

Implications for practice 

 

The UK’s National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) Preterm Birth guideline26 

recommends that, in women over 30 weeks’ gestation, TVS CL should be offered first, 

followed by fFN testing, only if TVS CL is unavailable.   Combining both tests is not 

recommended.  While some investigators have found added value in combining tests27-31, 

others have not32,33.  In this project, the effect of combining CL with qfFN on predictive ability 

was also examined.  Results indicated prediction was not improved and, indeed, that TVS CL 

alone was inferior in predicting sPTB within 1 or 2 weeks (AUC 0.698 vs 0.875, sPTB < 1 week, 
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p=0.01; AUC 0.731 vs 0.889, sPTB < 2 weeks, p=0.02).  This suggests fFN has superior 

predictive ability, and based on these findings, fFN should be recommended as first choice of 

test in TPTL over TVS CL.  

For women with suspected PTL under 30 weeks’ gestation, NICE recommends a “treat all” 

strategy, without reference to either fFN or CL tests.  We modelled the effect of this strategy 

on a cohort of 188 symptomatic women < 30 weeks’, using the QUiPP app, and found that 

89% (n=169) of hospital admissions could have been safely avoided if a threshold of 5% risk 

of delivery within the seven days had been used to guide clinical practice34. 

 

In conclusion, QUiPP v.2 is a reliable, simple-to-use tool, which combines risk factors and test 

results into one simple % risk score. Its use could increase confidence in management 

decisions and lead to improved targeting and timing of interventions for reducing sPTB and 

its associated morbidities, while limiting unnecessary intervention and women’s anxiety. The 

ability of the new algorithms to predict sPTB < 30 weeks are particularly important and should 

inform revision of the current NICE “treat all” < 30 weeks strategy.  Results of the EQUIPTT 

trial35 may also provide evidence for review of the NICE recommendations.   
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FIGURES 

 
Figure 1: Summary of study characteristics and number of participants from each study 
included in the training and validation sets. 
 
Figure 2: Flow chart showing participants after exclusions and split between training and 
validation sets. TPTL = threatened preterm labour, qfFN = quantitative fetal fibronectin, CL = 
cervical length 
 
Figure 3. ROC curves showing QUiPP app prediction of spontaneous preterm birth (sPTB) at 
less than 30, 34 and 37 weeks’ gestation and within 1 and 2 weeks of testing in the group of 
women with fetal fibronectin (qfFN) test results in the validation set. AUC=area under the 
ROC curve. 
 

Figure 4. ROC curves showing QUiPP app prediction of spontaneous preterm birth (sPTB) at 
less than 30, 34 and 37 weeks’ gestation and within 1 and 2 weeks of testing in the group of 
women with cervical length (CL) in the validation set. AUC=area under the ROC curve. 
 

Figure 5. ROC curves showing QUiPP app prediction of spontaneous preterm birth (sPTB) at 
less than 30, 34 and 37 weeks’ gestation and within 1 and 2 weeks of testing in the group of 
women with both fetal fibronectin (qfFN) and cervical length (CL) in the validation set. 
AUC=area under the ROC curve. 
 

Figure 6. ROC curves showing ability of QUiPP app to predict spontaneous preterm birth 
(sPTB) at less than 30, 34 and 37 weeks’ gestation and within 1 and 2 weeks of testing in the 
group of women with both fetal fibronectin (fFN) and cervical length (CL) in the validation set, 
based on qfFN alone, CL alone, or combination of both tests. AUC=area under the ROC curve. 
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of women in the training and validation sets. 
 Training  

set†   
Validation 

set† 
Both groups 
combined† 

AGE                                                            n=                                            
n= 

1032 506 1538 

mean (SD) 29.9 (5.7) 29.8 (6.0) 29.9 (5.8) 

BMI (kg/m2)                                             n=                                                
n= 

1025 506 1531 

mean (SD) 26.1 (5.9) 26.0 (6.1) 26.1 (5.9) 

IMD deprivation score                            n=             
n= 

947 504 1451 

mean (SD) 31.3 (13.5) 30.2 (15.2) 30.1 (14.1) 

ETHNICITY                                                 n=                                                
n= 

1024 (%) 506 (%) 1530 (%) 

European 562 (54.9) 326 (64.4) 888 (58.0) 

African or Caribbean 70 (6.8) 33 (6.5) 103 (6.7) 

Asian (India/Pakistan/Bangladesh) 277 (27.1) 92 (18.2) 369 (24.1) 

Other (incl. Chinese) 115 (11.2) 55 (10.9) 170 (11.1) 
  

SD=standard deviation; BMI=Body Mass Index; IMD=Index of Multiple Deprivation. 

†Numbers in groups differ when data is missing. 
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Table 2. Major risk factors of women in training and validation sets. 
 Training set 

n=1032  
Validation set      

n=506    
Both groups 

combined 
n=1538 

  n (%) n (%) n (%) 

Previous PTB < 37 weeks 158 (15.3) 83 (16.4) 241 (15.7) 

Previous PPROM < 37 weeks 74 (7.2) 34 (6.7) 108 (7.0) 

Previous late miscarriage  79 (7.7) 13 (2.6) 92 (6.0) 

Cervical surgery 65 (6.3) 26 (5.1) 91 (5.9) 

Twin pregnancy 41 (4.0) 33 (6.5) 74 (4.8) 
   

PTB=preterm birth; PPROM=prelabour preterm ruptured membranes. 
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Table 3. Number of tests in each of the test groups with outcomes by training and validation 
sets and spontaneous preterm birth (sPTB) at less than 30, 34 and 37 weeks’ gestation and 
within 1 and 2 weeks of testing. 
 

qfFN group  
Training set Validation set 

sPTB Total n=sPTB (%)  95% CI Total n=sPTB (%) 95% CI 

<30wk* 574 22 (3.8) 2.4-5.7 272 10 (3.7) 1.8-6.7 

<34wk** 1066 60 (5.6) 4.3-7.2 520 26 (5.0) 3.3-7.2 

<37wk 1173 144 (12.3) 10.5-14.3 576 68 (11.8) 9.3-14.7 

<1wk 1173 15 (1.3) 0.7-2.1 576 13 (2.3) 1.2-3.8 

<2wk 1173 38 (3.2) 2.3-4.4 576 18 (3.1) 1.9-4.9 

CL group  
Training set Validation set 

sPTB Total n=sPTB (%) 95% CI Total n=sPTB (%) 95% CI 

<30wk* 147 17 (11.6) 6.9-17.9 92 9 (9.8) 4.6-17.8 

<34wk** 214 41 (19.2) 14.1-25.1 150 17 (11.3) 6.7-17.5 

<37wk 229 69 (30.1) 24.3-36.5 155 32 (20.6) 14.6-27.9 

<1wk 229 8 (3.5) 1.5-6.8 155 7 (4.5) 1.8-9.1 

<2wk 229 21 (9.2) 5.8-13.7 155 8 (5.2) 2.3-9.9 

Both qfFN and CL group  
Training set Validation set 

sPTB Total n=sPTB (%) 95% CI Total n=sPTB (%) 95% CI 

<30wk* 147 17 (11.6) 6.9-17.9 83  8 (9.6) 4.3-18.1 

<34wk** 214 41 (19.2) 14.1-25.1 138  16 (11.6) 6.8-18.1 

<37wk 229 69 (30.1) 24.3-36.5 143  31 (21.7) 15.2-29.3 

<1wk 229 8 (3.5) 1.5-6.8 143  7 (4.9) 2.0-9.8 

<2wk 229 21 (9.2) 5.8-13.7 143 8 (5.6) 2.4-10.7 

*some women were recruited after 30 weeks therefore not included here.  
**some women were recruited after 34 weeks therefore not included here. 
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Table 4. Predictive statistics for spontaneous preterm birth (sPTB) at less than 30, 34 and 37 weeks’ gestation and within 1 and 2 weeks of 
testing in the group of women with cervicovaginal fluid fetal fibronectin (qfFN) tests by training and validation sets. 
 

qfFN 
group 

sPTB at less than sPTB within 

Outcome 30 wk 95% CI  34 wk 95% CI  37 wk 95% CI  1 wk 95% CI  2 wk 95% CI  

Sensitivity % 

Training 81.8% (59.7-94.8%) 80.0% (67.7-89.2%) 82.6% (75.4-88.4%) 73.3% (44.9-92.2%) 81.6% (65.7-92.3%) 

Validation 90.0% (55.5-99.7%) 84.6% (65.1-95.6%) 80.9% (69.5-89.4%) 53.8% (25.1-80.8%) 83.3% (58.6-96.4%) 

Specificity % 

Training 92.9% (90.5-94.9%) 74.2% (71.3-76.8%) 62.7% (59.6-65.6%) 94.0% (92.4-95.3%) 86.6% (84.5-88.5%) 

Validation 90.8% (86.7-94.0%) 70.9% (66.6-74.8%) 56.9% (52.5-61.2%) 92.0% (89.5-94.1%) 84.2% (80.9-87.2%) 

Balanced accuracy ((Sens.+Spec)/2) 

Training 87.38% (76.66-93.58%) 77.08% (71.41-81.91%) 72.66% (68.98-76.05) 83.64% (68.78-92.23%) 84.09% (76.81-89.41%) 

Validation 90.42% (75.96-96.57%) 77.73% (69.54-84.22%) 68.89% (63.28-73.99%) 72.93% (56.27-84.94%) 83.78% (73.07-90.77%) 

Likelihood ratio - positive 

Training 11.58 (8.07-16.62) 3.10 (2.63-3.65) 2.21 (1.99-2.47) 12.13 (8.29-17.75) 6.09 (4.93-7.53) 

Validation 9.83 (6.37-15.16) 2.90 (2.34-3.60) 1.88 (1.61-2.19) 6.74 (3.79-11.98) 5.28 (3.99-7.00) 

Likelihood ratio - negative 

Training 0.20 (0.08-0.47) 0.27 (0.16-0.45) 0.28 (0.19-0.40) 0.28 (0.12-0.66) 0.21 (0.11-0.42) 

Validation 0.11 (0.02-0.71) 0.22 (0.09-0.54) 0.34 (0.20-0.55) 0.50 (0.28-0.90) 0.20 (0.07-0.56) 

Positive Predictive Value (%) 

Training 31.6% (19.9-45.2%) 15.6% (11.7-20.1%) 23.7% (20.0-27.6%) 13.6% (7.0-23.0%) 16.9% (11.8-23.2%) 

Validation 27.3% (13.3-45.5) 13.3% (8.5-19.4%) 20.1% (15.5-25.3%) 13.5% (5.6-25.8%) 14.6% (8.4-22.9%) 

Negative Predictive Value (%) 

Training 99.2% (98.0-99.8%) 98.4% (97.3-99.2%) 96.3% (94.5-97.6%) 99.6% (99.1-99.9%) 99.3% (98.5-99.7%) 

Validation 99.6% (97.7-100%) 98.9% (97.1-99.7%) 95.7% (92.8-97.7%) 98.9% (97.5-99.6%) 99.4% (98.2-99.9%) 
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Table 5. Predictive statistics for spontaneous preterm birth (sPTB) at less than 30, 34 and 37 weeks’ gestation and within 1 and 2 weeks of 
testing in the group of women with transvaginal USS cervical length (CL) by training and validation sets. 
 

CL  
group 

sPTB at less than sPTB within 

Outcome 30 wk 95% CI  34 wk 95% CI  37 wk 95% CI  1 wk 95% CI  2 wk 95% CI  

Sensitivity % 

Training 94.1% (71.3-99.9) 92.7% (80.1-98.5%) 100% (94.8-100%) 87.5% (47.3-99.7%) 81.0% (58.1-94.6%) 

Validation 88.9% (51.8-99.7%) 100% (80.5-100%) 100% (89.1-100%) 57.1% (18.4-90.1%) 75.0% (34.9-96.8%) 

Specificity % 

Training 63.8% (55.0-72.1) 35.8% (28.7-43.5%) 8.1% (4.4-13.5%) 81.0% (75.2-85.9%) 66.8% (60.0-73.2%) 

Validation 61.4% (50.1-71.9%) 34.6% (26.6-43.3%) 5.7% (2.3-11.4%) 78.4% (70.9-84.7%) 63.3% (54.9-71.1%) 

Balanced accuracy ((Sens.+Spec)/2) 

Training 78.98% (69.94-85.86%) 64.26% (56.75-71.13%) 54.06% (47.19-60.78%) 84.25% (68.68-92.88%) 73.89% (63.78-81.97%) 

Validation 75.17% (60.75-85.55%) 67.29% (57.50-75.78%) 52.85% (43.43-62.06%) 67.76% (46.69-83.45%) 69.13% (51.77-82.37%) 

Likelihood ratio - positive 

Training 2.60 (2.01-3.37) 1.44 (1.25-1.66) 1.09 (1.04-1.14) 4.60 (3.16-6.72) 2.44 (1.84-3.24) 

Validation 2.31 (1.61-3.29) 1.53 (1.35-1.73) 1.06 (1.02-1.11) 2.64 (1.30-5.38) 2.04 (1.30-3.21) 

Likelihood ratio - negative 

Training 0.09 (0.01-0.62) 0.20 (0.07-0.62) 0.00 - 0.15 (0.02-0.97) 0.29 (0.12-0.69) 

Validation 0.18 (0.03-1.16) 0.00 - 0.00 - 0.55 (0.23-1.29) 0.40 (0.12-1.32) 

Positive Predictive Value (%) 

Training 25.4% (15.3-37.9%) 25.5% (18.7-33.3%) 31.9% (25.8-38.6%) 14.3% (5.9-27.2%) 19.8% (12.0-29.8%) 

Validation 20.0% (9.1-35.6%) 16.3% (9.8-24.9%) 21.6% (15.3-29.1%) 11.1% (3.1-26.1%) 10.0% (3.8-20.5%) 

Negative Predictive Value (%) 

Training 98.8% (93.5-100%) 95.4% (87.1-99.0%) 100% (75.3-100%) 99.4% (96.9-100%) 97.2% (93.0-99.2%) 

Validation 98.1% (89.7-100%) 100% (92.3-100%) 100% (59.0-100%) 97.5% (92.8-99.5%) 97.9% (92.6-99.7%) 
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Table 6. Predictive statistics for spontaneous preterm birth (sPTB) at less than 30, 34 and 37 weeks’ gestation and within 1 and 2 weeks of 
testing in the group of women with both cervicovaginal fluid fetal fibronectin (qfFN) and transvaginal USS cervical length (CL) by training and 
validation sets. 
 

qfFN & CL 
group 

 
sPTB at less than sPTB within 

Outcome  30 wk 95% CI  34 wk 95% CI  37 wk 95% CI  1 wk 95% CI  2 wk 95% CI  

 Sensitivity % 

Training  100% (80.5-100%) 92.7% (80.1-98.5%) 94.2% (85.8-98.4%) 100% (63.1-100%) 90.5% (69.6-98.8%) 

Validation  100% (63.1-100%) 93.8% (69.8-99.8%) 100% (88.8-100%) 85.7% (42.1-99.6%) 100% (63.1-100%) 

 Specificity % 

Training  68.5% (59.7-76.3%) 44.5% (37.0-52.2%) 16.3% (10.9-22.9%) 78.7% (72.7-83.9%) 69.2% (62.5-75.4%) 

Validation  60.0% (48.0-71.1%) 39.3% (30.6-48.6%) 16.1% (9.8-24.2%) 75.7% (67.6-82.7%) 60.0% (51.2-68.3%) 

 Balanced Accuracy ((Sens.+Spec)/2) 

Training  84.23% (77.72-89.11%) 68.60% (61.40-74.99%) 55.23% (48.37-61.89%) 89.37% (83.77-91.19%) 79.85% (71.41-86.28%) 

Validation  80.00% (69.22-87.68%) 66.55% (55.66-75.91%) 58.04% (48.82-66.72%) 80.72% (63.55-90.96%) 80.00% (70.46-87.03%) 

 Likelihood ratio - positive 

Training  3.17 (2.46-4.08) 1.67 (1.43-1.96) 1.12 (1.03-1.23) 4.70 (3.65-6.06) 2.94 (2.30-3.76) 

Validation  2.50 (1.89-3.30) 1.55 (1.28-1.87) 1.19 (1.10-1.29) 3.53 (2.31-5.40) 2.50 (2.03-3.07) 

 Likelihood ratio - negative 

Training  0.00 - 0.16 (0.05-0.49) 0.36 (0.13-0.98) 0.00 - 0.14 (0.04-0.52) 

Validation  0.00 - 0.16 (0.02-1.07) 0.00 - 0.19 (0.03-1.16) 0.00 - 

 Positive Predictive Value (%) 

Training  29.3% (18.1-42.7%) 28.4% (20.9-36.8%) 32.7% (26.2-39.7%) 14.5% (6.5-26.7%) 22.9% (14.4-33.4%) 

Validation  21.1% (9.6-37.3%) 16.9% (9.8-26.3%) 24.8% (17.5-33.3%) 15.4% (5.9-30.5%) 12.9% (5.7-23.9%) 

 Negative Predictive Value (%) 

Training  100% (95.9-100%) 96.3% (89.4-99.2%) 86.7% (69.3-96.2%) 100% (97.9-100%) 98.6% (95.1-99.8%) 

Validation  100% (92.1-100%) 98.0% (89.1-99.9%) 100% (81.5-100%) 99.0% (94.8-100%) 100% (95.5-100%) 
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Table 7. Comparison of area under the ROC curve (AUC) between QUiPP, prediction of 
spontaneous preterm birth (sPTB) at less than 30, 34 and 37 weeks’ gestation, and at 1 and 2 
weeks post test, using fetal fibronectin (qfFN) test alone, cervical length (CL) alone, and both 
tests combined.   
 

AUC for prediction of sPTB < 30 weeks (n=83*) 

 AUC Std Err 95%CI Pr>chi2 ** 

Both qfFN & CL 0.953 0.028 (0.899-1.000) standard 

qfFN alone 0.907 0.038 (0.832-0.982) 0.14 

CL alone 0.848 0.079 (0.693-1.000) 0.17 

AUC for prediction of sPTB < 34 weeks (n=138*) 

 AUC Std Err 95%CI Pr>chi2 ** 

Both qfFN & CL 0.831 0.052 (0.729-0.933) standard 

qfFN alone 0.783 0.062 (0.662-0.905) 0.09 

CL alone 0.789 0.055 (0.683-0.896) 0.35 

AUC for prediction of sPTB < 37 weeks (n=143) 

 AUC Std Err 95%CI Pr>chi2** 

Both qfFN & CL 0.731 0.051 (0.630-0.831) standard 

qfFN alone 0.692 0.053 (0.589-0.796) 0.24 

CL alone 0.719 0.050 (0.619-0.819) 0.75 

AUC for prediction of sPTB < 1 week (n=143) 

 AUC Std Err 95%CI Pr>chi2** 

Both qfFN & CL 0.875 0.056 (0.766-0.984) standard 

qfFN alone 0.893 0.042 (0.811-0.975) 0.65 

CL alone 0.698 0.126 (0.450-0.945) 0.01 

AUC for prediction of sPTB < 2 weeks (n=143) 

 AUC Std Err 95%CI Pr>chi2** 

Both qfFN & CL 0.889 0.049 (0.793-0.985) standard 

qfFN alone 0.904 0.036 (0.833-0.975) 0.67 

CL alone 0.731 0.113 (0.510-0.951) 0.02 
*number of observations. Some women were recruited at later gestations. 
** Pr>chi2 test of significance 
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Total (n=1,538)

Training set   (n=1,032)

INSIGHT

Study design: Prospective cohort –
predictive biomarkers for PTB prediction.
Recruited: March 2014 to May 2017.
Sites: C.
Inclusion:  10+0 to 28+0 weeks gestation, 
+/-TPTL; qfFN and/or TVS CL, +/- PTB risk.
Exclusion: Fetal anomaly, PPROM, APH.

PETRA

Study design: Prospective cohort - development and validation 
of QUiPP v.2 symptomatic prediction models.
Recruited: March 2014 to Oct 2017.
Sites:  C, D, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N.
Inclusion:  23+0 to 34+6 weeks gestation, TPTL symptoms; qfFN 
and/or TVS CL, +/- PTB risk.
Exclusion: established labour, PPROM, APH.

Validation set (n=506)

Validation set (n=506)Training set (n=531)(n=67)*

POPPY

Study design: Prospective cohort -
salivary progesterone in PTB prediction.
Recruited: Feb 2011 to Jan 2013.
Sites:, C, E, F, G.
Inclusion: 20+0 to 28+6 weeks gestation, 
+/-TPTL, qfFN +/- TVS CL, PTB risk.  
Exclusion: Multiple pregnancy.

(n=40)*

EQUIPP

Study design: Prospective cohort -validation 
of qfFN for PTB prediction.
Recruited: Oct 2010 to May 2014.
Sites:  A, B, C, D, E.
Inclusion:  22+0 to 35+6 weeks gestation, +/-
TPTL; qfFN +/- TVS CL, +/- PTB risk.
Exclusion: PPROM, APH.

(n=444)*

*Some participants were enrolled in more than one study. 

Sites: A=tertiary hospital, Scotland; B=tertiary hospital, London; C=tertiary hospital, London; D=tertiary hospital, London;  E=district general hospital, London, F= district general hospital, North West England; 
G= tertiary hospital, South West England; H=district general hospital, South East England; I=district general hospital, London; J=district general hospital, North East England; K=district general hospital, North 
West England; L=tertiary hospital, North East England; M=district general hospital, North East England; N= tertiary hospital, South West England.

Participants were only included if symptomatic for TPTL and gestation between 23+0 and 34+6; qfFN = quantitative fetal fibronectin; PTB = preterm birth; TPTL = symptoms of threatened preterm labour; 
TVS CL = transvaginal cervical length; PPROM = preterm prelabour ruptured membranes, APH = antepartum haemorrhage; PTB risk =history of spontaneous preterm birth or preterm prelabour ruptured 
membranes, late miscarriage, cervical surgery.  
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Training set (n=1032)  

 With qfFN test (n= 1032 women, 
1173 visits) 

 With both tests (n= 204 women, 229 
visits) 

 

Exclusions (n=222) 

Invalid visit/test results (n=18) 
Sexual intercourse < 24 hours (n=43) 
Major congenital abnormality (n=22) 
Incomplete outcome data (n=42) 
Iatrogenic preterm birth (n=97) 

Participants (n=1760) 

 Pregnant women between 
23+0 and 34+6 weeks’ 
gestation 

 Abdominal pain or tightenings 
suggestive of TPTL 

 

Validation set (n=506) 

 With qfFN test (n= 506 women, 576 
visits) 

 With CL (n= 132 women, 155 visits) 

 With both tests (n= 128 women, 143 
visits) 
 

Final study population (n=1,538) 
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